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Exercise – Task Fundamentals 

1. Open a Chrome or Edge browser and enter the following: https://training.playbookteam.com 

2. Sign in Playbook as Bob. Username = Bob, password = PlayBook2021 

3. Load project XP 2000. 

 
  

https://training.playbookteam.com/
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4. Switch to the Game Plan view. Click Game Plan.  

 

5. Expand and collapse all summary tasks using Collapse All, Expand All or by clicking on the black and 

white triangles in the summary task bars.  

 

 

 

 

Black Triangle = Expanded (click to collapse the summary task)  

 

White Triangle = Collapsed (click to expand the summary task) 

 

  

Collapse All 
Expand All 
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6. A task’s duration can easily be changed in Game Plan. We found out today that Bob’s monitor task, 

Fab/receive Prototype Backpanel PCB, will take 20 days instead of the 10 days originally planned. 

Position the cursor over the bottom-right, vertical edge of the taskbar. Click, hold, and drag the vertical 

edge to the right.  

  

7. The task’s duration changes in 0.5-day increments when dragging. Release the mouse button when the 

duration is = 20 days. Why did some tasks turn from yellow to orange and what does it mean? 

 

 

  
  

Extra! Extra! Read All About It! 

Work tasks are mostly focus and get it done tasks  

and Monitor tasks are do a little work and wait.  

 

To make it easy to tell them apart, Monitor tasks have a watch icon. 

Drag the vertical edge of the 

taskbar to the right (using the 

double arrow icon) 
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8. Good news, the PCB supplier just informed us that they will be able to provide the PCB in 15 days 

instead of 20. Using the same technique, adjust the duration of task Fab/receive Prototype 

Backpanel PCB to 15 days. Why did some tasks change from orange to yellow? 

 

9. Ken finds out from the supplier that they cannot provide him a quote in 3 days, but instead it will take 4 

days. Change the duration of task, Get Quotes Prototype Backpanel PCBA, to 4 days. Note: All its 

successors automatically move forward in time 1 day. 

Before 

 

After  

 

  

1 day 
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10. A task’s start date can easily be changed in Game Plan. Currently, the Meeting task, Review/approve 

Backpanel PCBA Schematic, is set to start as early as possible (i.e., Start Type = Earliest, hence there 

is no wedge in the lower left corner of the taskbar).  

 

11. Bob coordinated with everyone and has scheduled the review meeting for next Monday. Position the 

cursor on Review/approve Backpanel PCBA Schematic, left click, hold, and drag it to next Monday, 

then release the mouse button. Note: The successors automatically move forward in time and a wedge 

is displayed in the lower-left corner of the taskbar. Did any tasks turn pink or orange and, if so, what 

does it mean?  

 

12. Drag Review/approve Backpanel PCBA Schematic back to the left and drop it to start the day after 

Layout Prototype Backpanel PCBA ends. This changes its Start Type back to Earliest and removes 

the wedge and the tasks turn yellow once again. 
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13. Tasks can be repositioned vertically to make the plan easier to read and the links easier to follow. In 

the task grid, left click on Get Quotes Prototype Backpanel PCBA, hold, then move the cursor 

vertically until it is just below Incorporate layout changes, export/verify file for supplier, then 

release the mouse button.  

Before 

 

Notice the pop-up window. It tells you which summary task you are dropping the task in and which task you are 

dropping it after. 

 

After 
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14. Click My Playbook. 

15. Show only Mary and the projects she is working on. Click Projects. Select all projects. 

 

16. Click Resources. Deselect all then click only Mary. Click Ok. 
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17. In the calendar, place the cursor over Mary’s task Define Housing/Faceplate Interfaces and see the 

Task Details icon appear. 

       
 

Where… 

Start - End Task’s start and end dates 

In Summary Name of the summary task containing the task 

Description Detailed description and/or Definition of Done  

18. How does a task go from the backlog (Not Yet Started) to the calendar (Active)? In Mary’s Backlog, drag 

Finalize Faceplate Design & Drawing and drop it on tomorrow. Voila! 
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19. Look again in the Game Plan pane. Finalize Faceplate Design & Drawing now has a solid border. Solid 

borders indicate that a task is in-work (Active) while dashed borders indicate that a task is not yet 

started (Planned, in the backlog). 

  

20. We might decide that an Active task is not really being worked on so we might want to put it back in 

the Backlog. There are two ways to do this. Right-click on the task, Finalize Faceplate Design & 

Drawing, then click Task Properties. 

21. In the Summary & Status tab change the Lifecycle from Active to Planned, then click Ok.  
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22. Notice that the task no longer appears in Mary’s calendar (it is no longer in-work) and has been placed 

back in her Backlog. What does its border look like? What is its lifecycle? 

23. Now, we will change a task’s lifecycle from Active to Planned the easy way. In project Misc. Other drag 

Submit Next Year’s Budget from today and drop it in the Backlog. Voila! 

 

24. Tasks can also be made Active or moved to the Backlog (Planned) in the Game Plan. In the Backlog 

click on Finalize Faceplate Design & Drawing to find it in the Game Plan. In the Game Plan right-click 

on Finalize Faceplate Design & Drawing, then click Make Active. Does it now show as active in the 

Calendar? 

25. To move it to the Backlog in the Game Plan, in the Game Plan right-click on Finalize Faceplate Design 

& Drawing, then click Set to Planned. Does it now show as active in the Calendar or is it in the 

Backlog? 
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26. Now we will learn about task segment functionality. In the calendar click Mary’s task Define 

Housing/Faceplate/Cover Interfaces.  

27. In the Game Plan you can see this task started yesterday and ends today. Since its duration is more 

than 1 day, it is displayed as multiple segments, one segment per day.  

28. In the calendar notice the task’s start and end dates are indicated by black, vertical lines. 
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29. Extend the task’s duration by one day. Right-click on today’s segment and click Add a Day. A new 

segment is created on tomorrow extending the task’s duration from 2 days to 3 days in the calendar 

and in the Game Plan. Did its successors move to the right one day? 

 

30. Since this task’s Hours of Work Per Day is set to 4 hours/day, the new segment adds four more hours of 

work bringing the total to 12 hours. Confirm this using Task Properties. 
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31. Decrease the duration of a multi-day task. Right-click on any of the segments then Remove a Day.  This 

shortens the task by one day making it again a 2-day task and it reduces the hours of work from 12 hrs 

to 8 hrs. Confirm this using Task Properties or the Task Grid (WBS on the left). 

 

32. If Mary is not able to work on this task today but plans to continue it tomorrow, she drags today’s 

segment and drops it on tomorrow.  

33. Playbook creates a zero-work segment on today and extends the task’s duration in the Calendar and in 

the Game Plan. Confirm there are still only 8 hours of work using Task Properties. 
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34. The display of zero-work segments can be toggle on/off. Click Other filters then uncheck Segments 

with zero work then click Ok. 

 

35. The zero-work segment is removed from display in the Calendar, but the task’s duration looks the 

same in the Game Plan because it is unchanged. 
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36. Drag yesterday’s segment to today. Since it is the first segment, all segments move forward one day 

including the zero-work segment. How did the Game Plan change? 

 

37. Drag today’s segment to yesterday. Since it is the first segment, all segments move backward one day. 

How did the Game Plan change? 
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38. Remove today and tomorrow’s segments. Right-click on tomorrow’s segment then click Remove a 

Day. Right-click on today’s segment (zero-work segment) then right-click Remove a Day. 

 

39. The warning icon to the left of the project’s name lets Mary know that she has one or more tasks that 

are out-of-date in that project.  

 

40. Note: out-of-date tasks are highlighted with a red border in the Calendar and in the Game Plan. 

Housing/Faceplate/Interfaces is out-of-date because it ends in the past and is not marked complete.  

41. Mary’s options are: 

• Mark it as completed. 

• If it did not start yesterday, drag it to today or a day in the future.  

• If it did start yesterday but needs more time to complete, Add a Day to extend it into today 

and beyond if appropriate. 

• Move it back to the backlog because it is not actively being worked on and she is not sure 

when she will start it. 
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42. Click on the Out-of-Date Warning icon. A window opens listing the out-of-date tasks in the calendar 

and in the Game Plan. In this case there is only one task that is out-of-date in the calendar, Define 

Housing/Faceplate/Cover Interfaces.  

43. Click Go To. Playbook scrolls the calendar to the task’s end date. 

 

44. Right-click on the task then click Mark Completed. The warning icon is no longer displayed. 

 

45. Completed tasks are crosshatched at 45 degrees. Marking a task complete is important and increases 

communication between team members because it flags the successor as “ready to work on” and the 

successor might be assigned to someone else. So, if you do not mark your task complete, your 

teammate will not know their task is ready for them to work on and vice-versa. 

46. Sign Bob out of Playbook. 

47. Click Discard.  

 

This completes this exercise.  


